Lodge n train
Help your dog become the best version of himself. Alleviate your frustrations. Own a dog you are proud of.

Length: 1-5 weeks

Min Age: 6 months

Cost: starting at $600

Sick of your dog not listening to you? Frustrated by his lack of manners?
Embarrassed and stressed when you have company over?
Let us train a dog you can be proud of; a dog you can enjoy because he comes when called, doesn’t lunge at dogs on
walks, and doesn’t maul everyone who comes to visit! Our professional trainers will help your dog become a joy to
live with--with minimal effort from you!

Pick a program that fits your needs!
Step 1: Choose a program length
Step 2: Pick the commands/issues you want worked on.
Step 3: Call the trainer to schedule!
# of
Weeks

# of Commands or
Issues

Level of
distraction*

Includes**

1 Week

3

Mild

1 “go-home” lesson + 10% off Lodging

2 Weeks

5

Mild

2 lessons + 15% off Lodging

3 Weeks

6

Moderate

3 lessons + equipment + 20% off Lodging
+ Full-service Bath

4 Weeks

6+

ModerateHeavy

Free lessons for a year + equipment + 22% off Lodging
+ Full-service Bath

5 Weeks

6+

Heavy

Free lessons and classes for a year + equipment + 25%
off Lodging + Full-service Bath

**All programs include daily training (M-F) and 1 activity, plus the normal 6-7 outings/day.
*The “level of distraction” is how much distraction the average dog can do with the commands by the end of the
specified time. Please note, this is different for every dog. Some learn extremely fast, some slow.

Lodge N Train
Help your dog become the best version of himself. Alleviate your frustrations. Own a dog you are proud of.

Commands:

Behavior Issues:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Sit
Down
Place
Heel
Loose Leash Walking
Leave-it
Drop-it
Look
Come
Name Recognition
Various Tricks

Counter Surfing
Jumping
Begging
Mouthing

Advanced Behavior Issues

(Only for the 3, 4 or 5 week programs)
• Reactivity/Aggression
• Resource Guarding
• Anxiety/Fear

Please note: We are not limited to these
commands/issues. If there is something you
don’t see, just ask. We love a challenge.

Why us?
•

We only train 3-5 dogs a day, never more than one dog at a time (unless needed for
distraction work)
Our trainers have been schooled in multiple training methods from nationally renowned
schools, seminars and trainers to give them a diverse knowledge base. This means we will find
the right solution for you and your dog. We are not one trick ponies, and are excellent at our
jobs. Both trainers also constantly update their knowledge base through educational materials,
conferences, and seminars.
Our trainers have collectively trained hundreds of Board’n Train dogs, which gives us a large
amount of experience to pull from.
Dogwoods Lodge is the highest rated dog facility in Iowa, due to it’s safety protocols,
cleanliness, amenities and staff. So, you can be sure your dog is well cared for during his stay.
We are committed to helping you meet your goals. The program does not end when the dog
goes home. We will help you transition the dog’s skills into your home until you are confident
you can handle any situation.

** Success of the program will only happen if the owners follow the trainer’s recommendations for their dog.

For more information, please contact our trainers at
training@dogwoodslodge.com or 515-986-PETS.

